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AMALGAMATION OF PERSONAL LAWS INTO 

THE UNIFORM CIVIL CODE IN INDIA 
 

AUTHORED BY - PAWAS TRIPATHI & VINEET TRIPATHI * 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

The trouble of implementation of Uniform Civil Code has emerged in Indian political discourse 

currently, especially because Muslim ladies, being adversely affected by the personal legal 

guidelines, have started knocking the doorways of the excellent court docket to uphold their 

fundamental rights to equality and liberty. In the absence of a uniform code or common non-

public laws regarding topics which include marriage, succession, adoption, etc., numerous 

private legal guidelines which derive their authority from extraordinary religious texts, rituals 

or customs are relevant. This paper observes the need for the uniform civil code in association 

with private laws which can be popular in India. The authors present and justify the argument 

that the enforcement of not unusual private laws is essential for the harmonious improvement 

of India. 

 

Keywords: Uniform Civil Code, Equality, Liberty, religious text, rituals, harmonious 

 

(I) INTRODUCTION 

The uniform civil code in India proposes to update the personal laws which may be based 

totally on the scriptures and customs of each critical religious community within the kingdom, 

with a not unusual set of regulation to manipulate each citizen of the country. The assessment 

for the enactment of UCC has drawn various opinion, each advantageous and awful, which can 

be reflected if this code turns into operative. The UCC will no longer best promote the gender 

parity however it will also facilitate the national integration through making sure equality and 

prevention of discrimination on numerous grounds, as all citizens, no matter the faith practiced 

through using them, shall by way of way of a single civil code. Presently, numerous private 

laws have various provisions which can also or might not offer identical remedy to each gender. 

However, some personal regulation has gone through adjustments to gain gender equality. For 

instance, the 2005 change amendment to the Hindu Succession Act, 1956 has been a turning 

point with section 6 now presenting same rights to ladies to be a coparcener inside the family 

property. 
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However, it's far practically hard to emanate a commonplace and uniform set of rules for 

matters like marriage, divorce, succession of assets, adoptions and so forth, due to 

socioeconomically and cultural variety popular in India across the religions, sects, castes, 

states. The priority is that the enforcement of the UCC may also adversely have an effect on 

the secular nature of India. It's been perceived by using numerous communities; mainly the 

minorities communities, that the UCC will fundamentally encroach upon their rights to spiritual 

freedom and with the codification of private legal guidelines into uniform regulations and their 

compulsion, the scope of the liberty of faith might be decreased. 

 

(II)    Personal Laws in India 

The constitution of India lays down a provision for UCC beneath article forty-four as a directive 

precept of country policy which states that the state shall undertaking to at ease for the citizen 

a UCC in the course of the territory of India. 

 

Hindu Personal Law 

The Hindu regulation in India is codified below numerous statutes, viz. The Hindu Marriage 

Act 1955, the Hindu Succession Act 1956, the Hindu Minority and Guardianship Act 1956, the 

Hindu and Maintenance Act 1956 and the Hindu Disposition of Property Act,1916.   

 

Hinduism was no longer a religion inside the ancient length, however it grew progressively. 

Traditionally, the individuals who lived close to river Indus or river Sindhu have been known 

as a Hindu. There was no relation of the faith with the term Hindu. Someone becomes a Hindu 

on the basis of geographical condition handiest. For the duration of medieval length, Islam 

started to expand in India after Islamic invasions. With the advent of the European imperialist, 

Christianity, additionally won prominence in the country. On this context, the Hindu 

identification were given converted into the spiritual identification. But Hindu law nevertheless 

lays major significance of karma, this means that if the character does something appropriate 

or awful in their lifestyles, then the reward for in an effort to take delivery of to them in the 

next existence and not within the present lifestyles. The primary notion of karma and dharma 

formulated Hindu personal laws. 

 

At a positive point of time, Hinduism becomes very inflexible, its peaceful nature declined due 

to the development of caste system, whereby the Brahmins became more effective and started 
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out exploiting the lower caste. This led to the formation of the Varna machine division in the 

society consistent with the castes of the human beings.  An important disadvantage of this 

machine become that it started discriminating the decrease castes at the very best level. For 

example, the higher caste did no longer now not even consume food in the presence of decrease 

class. This evil practice caused many social reformation actions. For instance, Guru Nanak Dev 

Ji began the concept of community kitchen wherein every person should eat food without being 

labelled to belong from a sure caste.  

 

The onset of the varna system in India also led to the inception of other evil practices which 

hindered the boom of the society. Practices which includes sati, toddler marriage, 

untouchability, and so forth. Commenced to advantage prominence. With the passage of time 

and modifications inside the mind-set of the Indian society, those traditions and belief quickly 

started to fade away and Hindu laws advanced into the above stated statutes. 

 

The Hindu marriage act,1955 considers marriage as a sacrament. It's a long way taken into 

consideration as a pious courting for procreation and continuation of own family lineage. 

Marriage may be solemnised among humans, who belong to any of the faith which fall within 

the category of Hindu, are blanketed in this act.   A Hindu marriage is regarded if the activities 

are in a role inside the feel of soundness of thoughts, applicable age of the occasions, sapinda 

relationship similarly to the prohibited degree of relationship and bigamy. Conversely, the non-

compliance of any of these grounds might also additionally bring about nullity of marriage in 

form of voidable or void marriage. 

 

The grounds for divorce beneath the Hindu laws are governed through Hindu Marriage Act, 

1955. It comprises of such grounds which can be pleaded through either of the parties. Divorce 

may be demanded due to many intellectual or physical damage, recognised as cruelty, or if any 

of the spouse is stricken by transient or everlasting form of leprosy, intellectual disorder or any 

venereal disorder, if any of the parties has either renounced the arena or there may be no 

knowledge of such someone being alive or such man or woman has converted into every other 

faith, then it's going to constitute to the legitimate ground for seeking divorce. Moreover, 

adultery consists of an unmarried act of sexual intercourse via either spouse at the same time 

as the marriage subsists, desertion, which is also known as wilful forget about of a person with 

the aid of his/her partner. 
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In addition, an additional ground has been delivered to the provisions of divorce which is 

termed as 'irretrievable breakdown of marriage'. This consists of the dissolution of marriage 

wherein couple fails to co-habit or where there is no restitution of conjugal rights. The 

supplementary turned into made due to growth within the quantity of causes related to such 

troubles. 

 

Adoption beneath Hinduism is recognized under the Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 

1955. Adoption refers back to the transplantation of the followed infant from one own family 

in which he's born to every other circle of relatives in which he's adopted. On adoption, ties of 

the child together with his vintage family are severed and he's taken been born within the new 

circle of relatives, acquiring rights, duties and standing in the new family. 

 

The Hindu Succession Act, 1956 lays down the overall rules as to the order of succession while 

a Hindu male dies intestate. Those policies included devolution of the property of the male 

death intestate. The preferential rights have been given to the household beneath the class I 

category while the person underneath elegance II class succeeded the property in the event of 

absence of sophistication I heirs are extensively missing. Female earlier have been not eligible 

to be part of the coparcenary and inherit the assets of the intestate, but after the amendments 

made in 2005, girls have been granted the right to be part of the coparcenary and intestate 

succession. 

 

Hinduism and the UCC 

Investigation of the common resolutions under the Hindu Laws makes it clear that despite the 

fact that fast changes in the Hindu law are being made the execution of the UCC is handy as it 

will guarantee that all the misusing arrangements which portray sexual orientation disparities 

and particular status given to huge classes in the general public are wiped out. Separation in 

any structure will likewise decrease. the plan of the UCC would defend the expansion of the 

minority inside the religion of Hinduism as discrete individual law of various gathering, 

organizations or sub-orders of Hinduism would be slighted and brought together close to home 

laws would be perceived. 

 

Muslim Personal Law 

the religion Islam is very much equipped with the arrangement of individual laws which 

controls the general population practicing this religion. the Muslim law envelops certain 
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individual laws, to be specific, The Muslim Women (protection of rights on divorce) Act, 1986, 

the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939, the Muslim Wakf Law (shariat) Application 

Act, 1937, the Mussalman Wakf Act, 1923. an individual is said to a Muslim on the off chance 

that he practices the religion of Islam and is viewed as a Muslim, the individual must have faith 

in Allah as his ruler, have faith in Muhammad as the courier of Allah and acknowledge the 

Quran as the heavenly book of Allah. 

 

Succession under Muslim standard laws are established through certain components of The 

Holy Quran. Muslim law perceives two kinds of beneficiaries; sharers and residuaries. sharers 

are the person who are qualified for the offer in the property of the expired, though, residuaries 

are the individuals who take such a section in the property that is staying after the sharers have 

their part. the property of the perished is regressed among his widow and kids concerning the 

testamentary record of such an intestate. the little girls are not qualified to be the sharers in the 

property, rather they become residuaries. 

 

Adoption under Muslim law was not perceived and the individuals who wanted to embrace a 

kid can just take the guardianship of such a youngster under The Guardianship and Wards Act, 

1890. in any case, in a milestone judgment, the Supreme Court decided that any individual can 

receive a youngster under the Juvenile Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act 2000 

independent of the individual's religion. on account of a contention between the individual laws 

and this Act, the Act will win. 

 

Nikah in Islam isn't a holy observance like Hinduism, yet it is a common contract between a 

people to live as a couple. Before the services of marriage happens, the spouse is qualified for 

dower or mahr by the husband as a characteristic of regard. it is the fixed aggregate of cash or 

property which is chosen previously between the gatherings. The spouse is compelled by a 

solemn obligation to accommodate the upkeep of the wife as such things as might be expected 

to help life, gave the wife is certifiably not a minor unequipped for culmination is unwavering, 

lives with her significant other and comply with his sensible requests, regardless of whether 

the wife is sufficiently capable to help herself and the husband isn't. A marriage is suspended 

in results of the gatherings being either inside the degrees of denied connection, or the 

gatherings to the agreement have not finished the time of lion's share or such age as might be 

endorsed by the Muslim laws or the assent of the gatherings isn't free.  
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Divorce in Islamic laws depends on the Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 where a 

Muslim lady can look for separation where the whereabouts of her spouses are obscure or 

where the husband is skilled to accommodate such support as referenced under the agreement 

of marriage or the wife is the casualty of brutality by her better half or such other condition that 

has been endorsed by the Muslim laws. 

 

Islam and the UCC 

The requirement of the UCC would profit Muslim ladies the most by dispensing with 

separation and inflexible routine with regards to triple talaq, polygamy, nikah halala, and so on 

triple talaq is where a Muslim spouse is permitted to separate from his significant other by 

expressing or composing the word talaq multiple times to wife. though the Islamic routine with 

regards to polygamy allows a Muslim male to be a hitched to four spouses at any given moment. 

As indicated by nikah halala, a lady who has been separated through triple talaq needs to wed 

another man and consummate her marriage with him before being qualified to remarry her ex. 

the UCC will guarantee institutionalization in such arrangement of individual laws and across 

the board sexual orientation segregation could be controlled with the beginning of the UCC. 

 

(III) Goa Civil Code 

The common law in Goa which has been dropped from the Portuguese Civil Procedure Court 

1939, has ended up being beneficial since it has developed Goa to be the sole spot in India to 

detail an organized and UCC for itself. After its freedom in 1961, the beach front locale rejected 

all the pioneer laws yet proceeded with its training to treat all the communities alike, as for 

family laws, after it was considered as a piece of Union of India. It has made a standard 

common code, paying little heed to religion, sex, station which ties every one of its natives 

with a similar law identified with marriage, separate, progression, appropriation, support, and 

so forth. Marriage in Goa is an agreement between two individuals regardless of their religion, 

race, rank, race, and so forth with the reason for living respectively, which comprises an 

authentic family, and is required to be enrolled before the workplace of the recorder. certain 

guidelines and guideline are necessarily trailed by the gatherings after which they can live 

respectively. Additionally, there are explicit confinements which are forced on these people 

and preclude them to perform marriage, that is, any companion sentenced for submitting or 

abetting the homicide of other life partner.  
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Consequently, it tends to be seen that India has various individual laws with assorted and now 

and again, prejudicial arrangements, and it is fundamental for the legislature to direct a near 

thorough examination to survey such total enactments which has required the prerequisite of 

UCC in the nation.  

 

(IV)  Judicial decision on UCC 

The legal arrangement of India has passed different decisions relating to the UCC. the conveyed 

by the legal executive in these cases maintained sexual orientation balance among other type 

of equity. On account of Mohammad Ahmed Khan v Shah Bano Begum, the SC upheld the 

right of alimony of the women from her divorced husband.1 On account of Sarla Mudgal v. 

Union of India, the pinnacle court guided the focal government to execute article 44 

subterranean insect to verify a UCC for its natives.2 on account of Pragati Verghese v Cyril 

George Verghese, the Calcutta High Court struck down segment 10 of Indian Divorce Act, 

1869, as being violative of sexual orientation correspondence i.e. gender equality.3 

 

CONCLUSION 

The possibility of UCC for India is viewed as prominently reassuring as it will give thought of 

country solidarity and honesty and will likewise contend the maxim o 'one resident one law’. 

in any case, the worry stays as we alive in a majority rule nation, where individuals from 

various foundation and confidence dwell, and they have their particular individual laws and 

coordination of every one of these laws needs a contemplated and delicate methodology. It is 

generally contradicted by numerous man centric standard network part/gatherings, who 

consider changes to their own laws would weaken the intensity of religion over its adherents. 

the worry is that the inconvenience of UCC in India may damage the essential right all things 

considered, which needs tending to.  
 

The fundamental guideline ought to be that protected standards must abrogate religious notions 

in light of a legitimate concern for the common republic. Along these lines, for protecting the 

enthusiasm of the considerable number of residents of our nation, the state may present a UCC. 

its principle goal is conveyed uniformity among all natives by administrating them through 

regular individual laws. 

                                                      
* B. A. LLB. (H), Semester IV Amity Law School, Amity University, Lucknow. 
1 (1985) 2 SCC 556. 
2 AIR 1995 SC 1531. 
3 AIR 1997 Bom 349. 
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